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Richard Esmond started the meeting.  
 
May Terry updated mCODE. There is a distribution for a block vote for spreadsheet #3 and A. It 
would be nice to have this prior to Thanksgiving, but it will probably be after.  
 
Kurt and Richard displayed the ballot comments. There are 81 items to reconcile. There are several 
duplicates. The comments are organized into two block votes plus a group of typos and grammatical 
errors. The block vote will be next week. The first block vote will be posted shortly. Grouping by 
domain will be a good way to categorize the block vote. The changes are quicker and easier to apply 
by doing this. The block votes may be better divided into one of terminology, sections/subsections 
and typos. The ballot was done to get responses and focused less on terminology.  
 
Kurt showed the comments on the sections and subsections. Diagnostic report will be used and 
then broken down into the various sections and subsections. It would be good to see a real-world 
radiology report to ensure that this can be used with FHIR. The clinical records need to refer to the 
diagnostic report. This needs to be the landing spot. The goal is to have a structure with a legitimate 
example for the real-world application. This is a definite downfall of this ballot. An example would 
resolve some of the ballot comments and questions.  
 
There is a movement in FHIR to have everything an observation. The issue is that various groups 
use resources that just use the name, but not a strong set of conventions to support continuity. Just 
using conclusions for BIRADS, is not an efficient way to record the observations. The diagnostic 
report may not have the observation. There is some value in combining reports of ultrasound and 
BIRADS is done sometimes. The issue is that some referring clinicians would appreciate that report, 
but usually the reports are separate and sometimes combined. One of the considerations should be a 
recommendation that the patient return in a specified amount of time. This should be able to be 
queried for follow up.  
 
The appropriate individuals will be contacted today with the first ballot and resolutions. This will 
contain the non-controversial issues. The ballot must be finalized by December 3rd for this and 
mCODE. There is a lot more detail that needs to be done for implementation. 

The meetings before December 3 would be Nov 13, 20 and 27. 

It looks like mCODE will have 2 block votes next week. The CI block vote will have 3. This should 
be able to be done in the allotted time. The block votes should go quickly if the items have been 
distributed prior to the vote for people to review. If you do not have access, please let Richard know 
so he can send the spreadsheets to you directly.  


